
 Rifle - Annual Check Form

Please fill in the relevant sections of this form either by entering text where shown or using the drop-down arrows to select from 
the options that are available.

Ranger's Name?

a. State trigger weights

Maker's name and serial number of telescopic sight?

Maker's name and serial 
number of moderator?

Maker's name and model?Calibre?

Date

Purchase date of 
moderator?

Telescopic sight fitted?

b.  Is trigger weight acceptable?

c.  Is trigger creep acceptable?

d.  Have you conducted a slam fire test with 
the safety catch on?

e.  Is the safety catch operational?

Sound moderator fitted?

Ownership?

1.  Trigger

a.  Is the barrel free from bulges?

b.  Is the barrel free from pitting?

c.   Is the internal condition of the barrel acceptable?

d.  Is the barrel bent?

2.  Barrel

b.   Is the head space acceptable?

a.   Had the head space been checked with a gauge (go/no go)?

c.   Has the bolt been stripped and the spring inspected?

e.   Is the action removed from the woodwork?

f.    Is the action free from rust?

g.   Is the action secure in the stock?

h.   Is the bedding satisfactory?

d.  Are the locking nuts, shaft, firing pin and spring free from excessive 
wear and damage, gas escape ports not obstructed and firing pin not 
protruding?

3.  Action

a.   Airtank stamp valid? Or

b.   Seals serviceable?

c.   Springs serviceable?

4.  Air Rifles

a.   Is the rifle free from rust?

b.   Is the rifle free from signs of 
neglect?  State below any neglect 
showing since last inspection.

c.   Have faults affecting safety or 
serviceability not listed below been 
noted?

7. General

Certification by gunsmith

If the firearm is not in a serviceable 
condition or is unsafe for use please state 
what work is required.

I have inspected this rifle and certify that:

Registered Firearms Dealer Number:

Signed:

Date

6.  Telescopic sight

a.   Are mounts secure?

c.  Are there any signs of rust?

5.  Sound Moderator

b.  Are there any signs of pitting?

a.   Is it in good overall condition?

b.   Is the scope secure?

Serial Number
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